why she was going there.
"It's heaven," said Chipper.
"Oh Lord!" said Mrs Hairns, stopping dead. "Why didnt you
tell me before? I never done anything to get me into heaven."
"True/' said Chipper. "Would you rather go to hell?"
"Dont be so silly. Chipper," said Mrs Hairns. "Aint there
nothin between hell and heaven? We aint all saints; but then we
aint all devils neither. Surely to gracious there must be a place for
everyday sort of people that dont set up to be too particular."
"This is the only place I know," said Chipper; "and it's cer-
tainly heaven."
"Belike there might be some kitchens in it," said Mrs Hairns.
"You wont let on that I used to get a bit overcome once in a way.
Chipper, will you?"
Chipper snuffed up a noseful of Mrs Hairns's aura. "I should
keep on the lee side of St Peter," he said. "Thats Peter," he added,
jerking his head in the direction of an elderly gentleman with a
pair of keys of XII century design.
The keys were more for ornament than use, apparently; for the
gate stood wide open; and a stone placed against it to keep it from
blowing-to was covered with moss, and had evidently not been
moved for centuries. This surprised Mrs Hairns, because it had
been strongly impressed on her in her childhood on earth that the
gates of heaven were always shut tight, and that it was no end of a
business to get them opened.
A group of angels stood in the carriage way. Their wings,
purple and gold, heliotrope and silver, amber and black, and all
sorts of fine colors, struck Mrs Hairns as lovely. One of them
had a sword with a blade of lambent garnet-colored flame.
Another, with one leg naked from the knee down, and a wading
boot on the other, had a straight slender trumpet, which seemed
long enough to reach to the horizon and yet was as handy as an
umbrella. Through the first floor window of one of the turrets of
the gate Mrs Hairns saw Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John in bed
with their breeches on according to the old rhyme. Seeing that,
she knew this was really the gate of heaven. Nothing else would
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